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Cdc6p modulates the structure and DNA binding activity of the origin recognition complex in vitro

Tohru Mizushima,1,2 Naoko Takahashi,1 and Bruce Stillman3
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, New York 11724 USA

An interaction between the origin recognition complex (ORC) and Cdc6p is the first and a key step in the initiation of chromosomal DNA replication. We describe the assembly of an origin-dependent complex containing ORC and Cdc6p from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Cdc6p increases the DNA binding specificity of ORC by inhibiting non-specific DNA binding of ORC. Cdc6p induces a concomitant change in the conformation of ORC and mutations in the Cdc6p Walker A and Walker B motifs, or ATPγ-S inhibited these activities of Cdc6p. These data suggest that Cdc6p modifies ORC function at DNA replication origins. On the basis of these results in yeast, we propose that Cdc6p may be an essential determinant of origin specificity in metazoan species.
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Initiation of chromosomal DNA replication in both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells is achieved by the stepwise assembly of cell-cycle-regulated protein complexes at origins of DNA replication (Kornberg and Baker 1992; Diffley 1996; Stillman 1996; Leatherwood 1998; Donaldson and Blow 1999). The mechanism and regulation of the assembly are well known for bacteria but not for eukaryotic cells. This situation is in part due to lack of an origin-dependent system for eukaryotic chromosomal DNA replication.

One of the central proteins involved in the process of initiation of DNA replication is the Origin Recognition Complex (ORC), originally identified as a six-protein complex that bound specifically to Saccharomyces cerevisiae origins of DNA replication (Bell and Stillman 1992). ORC is bound to chromatin at origins of chromosomal DNA replication throughout the cell cycle and is thought to function as a landing pad for the assembly of a series of cell-cycle-regulated protein complexes [Diffley et al. 1994; Cocker et al. 1996; Aparicio et al. 1997; Donovan et al. 1997; Liang and Stillman 1997; Tanaka et al. 1997; Wang et al. 1999]. On the basis of studies using yeast and Xenopus cells, Cdc6p most likely binds to ORC and then the ORC–Cdc6p complex (and perhaps other proteins) recruits the six minichromosome maintenance (MCM) proteins to form a pre-replication complex (pre-RC) at each origin (Cocker et al. 1996; Santocanale and Diffley 1996; Aparicio et al. 1997; Donovan et al. 1997; Liang and Stillman 1997; Tanaka et al. 1997; Perkins and Diffley 1998; Weinreich et al. 1999).

MCM loading on to chromatin and pre-RC formation is dependent on Cdc6p in S. cerevisiae (Santocanale and Diffley 1996; Donovan et al. 1997; Tanaka et al. 1997) as well as in Xenopus and mammalian cells (Coleman et al. 1996; Williams et al. 1997; Stoerber et al. 1998; Yan et al. 1998). In the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe, the Cdc18 protein, the homolog of S. cerevisiae Cdc6p, also functions to control initiation of DNA replication (Kelly et al. 1993; Nishitani and Nurse 1995; Jallepalli and Kelly 1996; Muzi-Falconi et al. 1996; Leatherwood 1998; Lopez-Girona et al. 1998).

As part of the mechanism to ensure that initiation occurs once per cell cycle, Cdc6p (or Cdc18) functions in establishing the pre-RC only during a window that lasts from exit from mitosis to late G1, a period when cyclin-dependent protein kinases (CDKs) are inactive during the cell cycle (Kelly et al. 1993; Dahmann et al. 1995; Muzi-Falconi et al. 1996; Piatti et al. 1996; Santocanale and Diffley 1996; Brown et al. 1997; Detwiler and Li 1997, 1998; Liang and Stillman 1997). At other times during the cell cycle, formation of the pre-RC is negatively controlled by cyclin-dependent protein kinases (Dahmann et al. 1995; Piatti et al. 1996; Brown et al. 1997; Lopez-Girona et al. 1998). Cdc6p can also regulate the entry into mitosis (Kelly et al. 1993; Piatti et al. 1995; Weinreich et al. 1999). Therefore, Cdc6p is a key regulatory factor for pre-RC formation and thus, for ini-
tiation of DNA replication in yeast, *Xenopus*, and mammalian cells.

One of the first events, and certainly a key event, in pre-RC formation is believed to be Cdc6p binding to origin-bound ORC, but even for this first step of chromosomal DNA replication, an in vitro assay system has not been established. We suggest that such a biochemical system will be important, not only for understanding ORC–Cdc6p interaction, but also for reconstitution of the pre-RC and eventual reconstitution of eukaryotic chromosomal DNA replication in vitro, a precursor to fully appreciating the complexities of this process and how it is regulated. In this study, we report the development of an in vitro assay system for the origin-dependent interaction between ORC and Cdc6p. Cdc6p increased the sequence specificity of ORC by restricting ORC binding to functional origin sequences and induced a conformational change in ORC in vitro. Experiments with ATP–γ-S and altered Cdc6p proteins suggested that the ATPase activity of Cdc6p is involved in both of these activities.

**Results**

*Development of an origin-dependent assay system for the interaction between ORC and Cdc6p*

Cdc6p precipitation experiments were used to examine the binding of *S. cerevisiae* ORC to Cdc6p by use of ORC purified from recombinant baculovirus infected insect cells (Bell et al. 1995) and glutathione-S-transferase (GST)-fused Cdc6p purified from *Escherichia coli* cells. Near stoichiometric amounts of GST–Cdc6p, ORC, and origin DNA were incubated under various conditions, and the GST–Cdc6p was precipitated with glutathione–agarose beads (pulldown experiments). The efficiency of the interaction was determined by immunoblotting of one or more of the ORC subunits, [Orc5p in most figures, or Orc5p and Orc1p in Fig. 5], or by measurement of the amount of 32P-labeled origin DNA in the precipitated fraction.

In the presence of ARS1 DNA (Marahrens and Stillman 1992), ~20% of the added Orc5p was precipitated with glutathione–agarose in a manner dependent on GST–Cdc6p [Fig. 1A, lanes 1–5]. Maximal binding occurred at equimolar concentrations of ORC, Cdc6p, and origin DNA. The Orc5p precipitation was dependent on glutathione–agarose beads [Fig. 1A, lane 6] and inhibited by the reduced form of glutathione (a competitor of GST binding to glutathione–agarose beads, Fig. 1A, lane 7). GST alone did not pull down ORC [Fig. 1A, lane 8]. Using direct staining of the proteins, all the subunits of ORC were shown to be precipitated equally in the presence of GST–Cdc6p [Fig. 1B, lane 1] but not in its absence [Fig. 1B, lane 2], indicating that ORC could directly bind to GST–Cdc6p.

The interaction between ORC and GST–Cdc6p required DNA containing a functional ARS [Fig. 1C]. Both the A and B1 regions of ARS1 were important to support an efficient interaction between ORC and GST–Cdc6p [Fig. 1C, lanes 4–7], as they are for initiation of DNA replication in vivo (Marahrens and Stillman 1992). Mutations in the B2 and B3 elements did not affect the interaction [Fig. 1C, lanes 8–11]. Because the A and B1 elements were required for ORC to bind to origins in a sequence-specific manner (Bell and Stillman 1992, Rao and Stillman 1995; Rowley et al. 1995), the data suggest that the binding of GST–Cdc6p to ORC required prior ORC binding to the ARS. In the presence of ATP–γ-S, we also observed a DNA-dependent interaction [data not shown], suggesting that ATP hydrolysis was not required for the ORC–Cdc6p interaction on DNA. Vigorous washing of the glutathione bead precipitate was essential to observe the origin-dependent interaction between ORC and Cdc6p. Under conditions without the washing procedure, ORC precipitated with Cdc6p even in the absence of origin DNA [data not shown]. The observation that a functional origin was required to maintain the ORC–Cdc6p interaction under vigorous washing conditions suggests that origin DNA may stabilize the ORC–Cdc6p complex. This stabilization might explain why the dependency was not observed in previous reports (Liang et al. 1995; Wang et al. 1999).

Next, we tested whether GST–Cdc6p could interact stably with DNA in the absence of ORC. Glutathione bead precipitation experiments using radiolabeled ARS1 DNA fragments showed not only that ORC, GST–Cdc6p, and ARS1 DNA formed a complex, but also that GST–Cdc6p could interact with ARS1 DNA only through binding to ORC [Fig. 1D]. GST–Cdc6p alone did not interact with DNA, and the precipitation of DNA with the glutathione beads in the presence of ORC and GST–Cdc6p required functional origin sequences. It is possible, however, that Cdc6p may contact DNA directly either on its own or with ORC when present in the complex. Nevertheless, by use of these assay conditions, GST–Cdc6p appears not to bind to ARS DNA directly, a conclusion that is supported by a gel electrophoretic mobility shift assays (GEMSAs) and a DNase I protection assays [Fig. 2A and 7, below].

**Cdc6p inhibits the multimerization of ORC on DNA by increasing the sequence-specific binding of ORC to origin DNA**

To examine whether the binding of Cdc6p to ORC affects the way in which ORC is bound to ARS DNA, GEMSAs were employed. Increasing amounts of ORC were mixed with 1 pmole of labeled origin DNA, and when the amount of ORC exceeded the amount of DNA, slower migrating bands were visible [Fig. 2A, lanes 4–6]. As shown below [Fig. 3], the additional bands seemed to be due to ORC interacting with non-origin sequences in addition to specific origin binding. In contrast, in the presence of GST–Cdc6p, the supershifted bands were not present [Fig. 2A] and only a single complex was observed, even at higher concentrations of ORC [Fig. 2A, lanes 10–12]. Even though the migration of the complex with 1 pmole of ORC was indistinguishable in the presence or absence of GST–Cdc6p, GST–Cdc6p was present in the...
former complex because antibody against GST caused a supershift of the band only in the presence of GST–Cdc6p (Fig. 2B).

Next, we examined the effect of altered forms of Cdc6p on their ability to inhibit the multimerization of ORC on DNA. GST–Cdc6p with either a defective Walker A or a defective walker B motif (Cdc6p K114E and DE223, 224AA, respectively; see Weinreich et al. 1999) was purified and shown not to inhibit ORC–DNA multimerization [Fig. 2B, lanes 5-6 compared to lanes 9-10 and 13-14], demonstrating the importance of the putative nucleotide-binding motifs of Cdc6p for its inhibitory effect on the multimerization of ORC. Because alteration of the Walker A and B motifs should block the ATPase activity of GST–Cdc6p, we tested whether GST–Cdc6p modulation of ORC DNA binding could occur in the presence of ATP-γ-S, an analog of ATP that is difficult to hydrolyze. In the presence of ATP-γ-S, the wild-
type Cdc6p could not inhibit the ORC multimerization on DNA (Fig. 2B, lanes 7,8). Altered GST–Cdc6p did not inhibit the ORC multimerization on DNA in the presence of ATP–H9253–S (Fig. 2B, lanes 11,12, 15, 16). Because ATP–H9253–S did not affect the ORC multimerization on DNA without Cdc6p (Fig. 2B, lanes 3,4), the inhibition of the ORC multimerization by ATP–H9253–S may be due to its effect on Cdc6p, but not on ORC. It is still possible that the ATPase activity of ORC is activated by Cdc6p and this activation is involved in the inhibition of ORC multimerization. However, combined with data using altered GST–Cdc6p, these data suggest that the ATPase activity of Cdc6p is involved in a function of Cdc6p that inhibits or reverses the ORC multimerization on DNA.

Under the conditions employed in these experiments, supershifted bands with near equimolar amounts of ORC and DNA were also observed with a mutant DNA probe that lacked the A and B1 elements of ARS1 (Fig. 3, lanes 7–9). In the absence of Cdc6p, all bands with mutant ARS1 DNA, but not the wild-type DNA, disappeared by increases in the poly[d(I–C)] competitor (data not shown, also see Rao and Stillman 1995). The addition of GST–Cdc6p increased the sequence-specific binding of ORC to origin DNA. Wild-type ARS1 DNA or ARS1 DNA lacking functional A and B1 elements were used to examine the effect of Cdc6p on the specificity of ORC–DNA binding. The wild-type DNA (290 bp) contained the ARS1 A, B1, B2, and B3 elements, whereas the A, B1 deleted mutant DNA was the same length, except that it contained the B2 and B3 elements plus flanking vector DNA. The GEMSAs were done in the presence of 1 µM of ATP or ATP–γ-S. [A–C] GEMSAs was the presence of 10 µg/ml poly[I–C].
DNA, ORC bound only to origin DNA with high affinity. Because GST–Cdc6p blocked binding of ORC to non-origin sequences, and it also blocked the multimeric forms of ORC–DNA complexes, we suggest that the supershifted bands observed in Figures 2 and 3 were due to ORC binding not only ARS1 sequences, but also to adjacent, nonspecific sites on the DNA. Thus, Cdc6p appears to block multimerization by restricting ORC binding only to the functional origin by inhibiting binding to nonspecific DNA sequences. Furthermore, altered forms of Cdc6p with defective nucleotide binding motifs were unable to prevent nonspecific binding of ORC to DNA and wild-type GST–Cdc6p could not block ORC binding to nonspecific DNA in the presence of ATP-γ-S (data not shown). Therefore, we suggest that Cdc6p increased the DNA sequence specificity of ORC binding to ARS1 DNA by binding ATP and possibly hydrolyzing ATP.

Mechanism of modulation of the DNA binding activity of ORC by Cdc6p

Next, we performed a series of experiments to explore how Cdc6p increased the sequence specificity of ORC DNA binding. First, a filter binding assay was used to determine the effect of Cdc6p on the association or dissociation of either specific wild-type ARS1 or nonspecific (A− mutant ARS1) DNAs to or from ORC, respectively. GST–Cdc6p inhibited the association of ORC to the nonspecific DNA, but did not affect binding to the specific DNA (Fig. 4, left), confirming the results obtained by use of GEMSA (Fig. 3). In a second approach, chase experiments with excess DNA added to the reaction after formation of the ORC–DNA complexes revealed that Cdc6p stimulated the rate of dissociation of ORC from the nonspecific DNA, but did not affect the rate of dissociation of ORC from the specific DNA (Fig. 4, right). These results suggested that Cdc6p increased the sequence specificity of ORC–DNA interaction by inhibiting stable binding of ORC to nonspecific DNAs rather than by stimulating an ORC–origin DNA interaction.

Glutathione-bead pulldown experiments in the presence of wild-type ARS1 origin DNA showed that ATP-γ-S did not inhibit the binding between ORC and GST–Cdc6p (Fig. 5A, B). Furthermore, GST–Cdc6p with defective Walker A and B motifs (Cdc6p K114E and DE223, 224AA, respectively) bound to ORC with an efficiency similar to that of the wild-type protein (Fig. 5C). These results are consistent with the observation that Cdc6pK114E and Cdc6pDE223, 224AA proteins could bind chromatin in vivo (Perkins and Diffley 1998; Weinreich et al. 1999). The results also imply that the inability of these altered Cdc6p proteins to increase the DNA sequence specificity of ORC, or the ability of ATP-γ-S to prevent wild-type Cdc6p from increasing the sequence specificity of ORC to origin DNA cannot be explained by lack of the binding between ORC and Cdc6p. After binding to ORC, GST–Cdc6p may affect the conformation of ORC and/or bind to some regions of the origin DNA to increase the sequence specificity of the ORC–DNA interaction.

Cdc6p alters the structure of ORC

The observation that Cdc6p and ORC interact with each other suggested that Cdc6p may alter the structure of ORC, which, in turn, causes a change in the manner in which ORC binds to DNA. To test for this possibility, a protease partial digestion assay was used to detect any conformational change in ORC upon its interaction with Cdc6p. A similar assay was employed to show that human Cdc6p becomes resistant to trypsin in the presence of ADP (Herbig et al. 1999). In our assay, it was necessary to titrate the amounts of the protease for each subunit of

---

Figure 4. Effect of Cdc6p on the association of ORC with DNA or on the rate of dissociation of DNA from ORC (filter binding assay). (Left) Indicated amounts of radiolabeled DNA were incubated for 10 min at 30°C with ORC [5 pmole] in the presence and absence of Cdc6p [15 pmole]. (Right) Radiolabeled DNA [2.5 pmole] was incubated for 10 min at 30°C with ORC [2.5 pmole]. Then, 50 pmole of each unlabeled DNA was added with and without Cdc6p (7.5 pmole) and the reactions incubated further at 30°C for indicated periods. [Ct and Co] Concentrations of DNA bound to ORC retained and the initial concentrations, respectively. [□] Wild-type ARS1, minus Cdc6p; (◊) wild-type ARS1 plus Cdc6p; [■] A− ARS1 minus Cdc6p; [△] A− ARS1 plus Cdc6p.
The presence of 1 mM ATP or ATP–S did not inhibit the interaction between ORC and Cdc6p. Indicated concentrations of wild-type and altered GST Cdc6p were incubated in the presence of 1 m M ATP. ORC and GST Cdc6p were incubated in the presence of GST Cdc6p. ORC and GST Cdc6p were incubated in the presence of ATP–S did not inhibit the interaction between ORC and Cdc6p. Indicated concentrations of wild-type and altered GST Cdc6p were incubated in the presence of ATP–S. As shown in Figure 6B, the Orc6p subunit was only more sensitive to trypsin in the presence of ATP and wild-type Cdc6p, and ATP–γ-S blocked the effect of Cdc6p. On the basis of all of these observations, we consider that GST–Cdc6p changes the conformation of ORC by using its ATPase activity and as a result, increases the binding specificity of ORC binding to DNA. Alternatively, the Cdc6p–ATP complex might induce ATPase activity of ORC.

**DNasel footprinting**

Next, we tested whether the addition of GST–Cdc6p to ORC altered the pattern of the DNase I footprint of ORC on DNA. However, GST–Cdc6p did not significantly affect the pattern of DNase I protection at the ARS1 origin (Fig. 7), suggesting that Cdc6p did not increase the sequence-specific binding of ORC to origin DNA by direct binding to some region of ARS1 DNA. The results from the DNase I protection assay also suggest that the interaction between ORC and Cdc6p at an origin does not mimic formation of the a pre-RC, which was defined as a change in the pattern of DNase I protection in vivo [Difffley et al. 1994]. This result was expected as it is known that the MCM proteins are required for this effect. Because little change in the DNase I footprint was observed (Fig. 7) under the conditions where we see ORC multimerization (i.e., without GST–Cdc6p, Fig. 2A), ORC binding to nonspecific DNA must be randomly distributed along the probe, except at the functional origin where a clear DNase I footprint was observed.

**Discussion**

In this study, we have reconstituted with purified proteins the formation of a complex between Cdc6p, ORC, and origin DNA, a step that is essential for establishing a competent state of chromosomes prior to initiation of DNA replication in eukaryotic cells. Because near stoi-
chiometric amounts of ORC, Cdc6p, and DNA were added in these assays, the formation of this complex is very efficient. In addition to assembly of this purified complex, we have preliminary results showing that the MCM proteins present in an extract from G1 phase cells, but not from G2 phase cells, can bind to the complex containing Cdc6p, ORC, and origin DNA. The establishment of the in vitro system described herein will allow us to build on this complex with other purified replication proteins, leading to further understanding of the mechanism and regulation of initiation of DNA replication in eukaryotes.

Cdc6p is a key factor for the regulation of initiation of DNA replication, but the biochemical function of this protein has been unclear. Studies in vivo suggest that Cdc6p participates in the recruitment of the MCM protein to the pre-RC (Cocker et al. 1996; Coleman et al. 1996; Santocanale and Diffley 1996; Aparicio et al. 1997; Detweiler and Li 1997; Donovan et al. 1997; Liang and Stillman 1997; Tanaka et al. 1997; Perkins and Diffley 1997; Stoeber et al. 1998; Weinreich et al. 1999). On the basis of these observations and our demonstration of direct binding of Cdc6p to ORC on origin DNA, we suggest that it is in this complex that Cdc6p recruits the MCM proteins. Human Cdc6p was shown to contain an intrinsic ATPase activity (Herbig et al. 1999). In this report, we uncovered three biochemical activities of Cdc6p that may contribute to its role in initiation of DNA replication. The first of these demonstrates that ORC and Cdc6p interact directly with each other.

Second, Cdc6p modulates the DNA binding activity of ORC by restricting DNA binding to functional origin sequences. The increased DNA binding specificity of ORC appears to be accomplished by Cdc6p increasing the rate of dissociation of ORC from nonorigin DNA sequences and by decreasing the rate of association of ORC to nonorigin DNA. Both ATP and a functional nucleotide-binding motif within Cdc6p are required for Cdc6p blocking nonspecific DNA binding of ORC to DNA, suggesting that Cdc6p ATPase activity may be required for this activity. At present we do not know whether Cdc6p is involved in ORC loading on origin DNA in vivo. In vivo footprinting and CHIP assays suggest that ORC is localized to origins throughout the cell division cycle. But it is not known whether both sister chromatids bind ORC at origins immediately after DNA replication, when Cdc6p is not present.

It is not known when newly synthesized ORC complexes bind to DNA during the cell division cycle in vivo and, therefore, it is not clear when the cooperativity between ORC and Cdc6p results in increased DNA binding specificity. In S. cerevisiae, all six ORC subunits are present at constant levels throughout the entire cell cycle (Liang and Stillman 1997; Weinreich et al. 1999).
Both Orc5p and Orc1p were precipitated with GST–Cdc6p. GST–Cdc6p that contained altered Walker A or Walker B motifs [Fig. 5C]. We do not observe an effect of the Cdc6p Walker A and B motifs or ATP–γ-S on the interaction between Cdc6p and ORC in the absence of origin DNA, and it is known that the altered Cdc6p proteins can bind to chromatin in vivo [Perkins and Diffley 1998; Weinreich et al. 1999]. It is possible that the Orc1p–Cdc6p interaction controls a later stage of DNA replication, such as MCM protein loading [see below].

Cdc6p remains bound to chromatin, most probably via its interaction with ORC, throughout the G1 phase of the cell cycle [Weinreich et al. 1999]. During this time, a window exists that allows the MCM complex to bind to origins and form the pre-RC [Pianti et al. 1996]. We have shown that a third biochemical function intrinsic to Cdc6p is its ability to remodel the ORC in vitro so that certain ORC subunits become hypersensitive to protease digestion. The ORC remodeling activity of Cdc6p also seems to require ATP and a functional nucleotide-binding motif in Cdc6p, suggesting that an ATPase of Cdc6p mediates the ORC remodeling.

It is possible that the conformational change in ORC is involved in recruitment of the MCM proteins and thus, formation of the pre-RC. In support of this suggestion, genetic analyses suggest that ATP binding and possibly ATP hydrolysis activities of Cdc6p are required for the MCM loading on chromatin [Perkins and Diffley 1998; Weinreich et al. 1999]. Thus it is possible that the remodeled form of ORC is essential for MCM loading, and the role of Cdc6p in MCM loading is indirect via its interaction with ORC. Alternatively, both proteins might cooperate to recruit the MCM complex.

The identity of the ORC subunits that are remodeled is of considerable interest. On the basis of DNA cross-linking measurements, Orc2p and Orc6p appear to be located on the B2 element proximal side [relative to the A domain] of ARS1 [Lee and Bell 1997], adjacent to the site of initiation of DNA replication [Bielsinsky and Gerbi 1998]. This region of the origin is most likely the site of initial unwinding of the double helix. Although it is not known where the MCM proteins interact with the origin DNA, it is likely that it is near the B2 element for a number of reasons. First, the MCM proteins have intrinsic DNA helicase activity [Ishimi 1997; Kelman et al. 1999; Chong et al. 2000]. Second, the B2 element region of ARS1 has an intrinsic ability to unwind in supercoiled plasmid DNA [Lin and Kowalski 1997]. Thus it is possible that the MCM protein complex is loaded on to the origin DNA near the B2 element by interacting with ORC that has been remodeled by the ATPase activity of Cdc6p. Furthermore, because Orc1p, Orc2p, and Orc6p, but not other subunits of ORC are phosphorylated in vitro by the S phase cyclin–CDK Cdc28/Cln5 [M. Weinreich and B. Stillman, unpubl.], phosphorylation of these subunits after START may affect the ORC–Cdc6p–ARS DNA interaction and/or the pre-RC.

Cdc6p, also a target of the cyclin–CDKs, is released from the ORC–origin complex and degraded after cells commit to a new round to DNA replication after passage through START [Pianti et al. 1996; Detweiler and Li

On the other hand, Cdc6p is an unstable protein that varies in amount during the cell cycle, with the protein made just prior to entry into mitosis or in late G1 phase of the cell cycle just before S phase [Zhou and Jong 1990; Zwerschke et al. 1994; Pianti et al. 1995; Elsasser et al. 1999; Drury et al. 2000]. In rapidly proliferating cells, Cdc6p first binds to chromatin as cells exit mitosis, but in cells that come out of stationary phase Cdc6p is loaded in late G1, prior to activation of the cyclin-dependent protein kinases [Pianti et al. 1995; Detweiler and Li 1997; Donovan et al. 1997; Liang and Stillman 1997; Weinreich et al. 1999]. Thus it is possible that ORC and Cdc6p interact and bind to vacant origins late in the cell division cycle. The fact that Cdc6p hinders ORC binding to nonorigin sequences in vitro suggests that one function of Cdc6p is to restrict replication only to functional origins. This activity of Cdc6p would increase the probability that all origins have the potential for forming pre-RCs after anaphase of mitosis.

In Xenopus egg extracts, ORC can bind to DNA in the absence of Cdc6p [Coleman et al. 1996], but it is well known that under these conditions initiation of DNA replication occurs in a sequence independent manner [Mahbubani et al. 1992].

It has been reported that the Cdc6p nucleotide-binding motif is essential for interaction with the Orc1p subunit of ORC [Wang et al. 1999], but it is not clear how this interaction relates to the observations described herein. Both Orc5p and Orc1p were precipitated with GST–Cdc6p.

Figure 7. DNase I protection assay in the presence of increasing amounts of ORC, with and without GST–Cdc6p. [Open arrowheads] ORC-induced DNase I hypersensitive sites.

The identity of the ORC subunits that are remodeled is of considerable interest. On the basis of DNA cross-linking measurements, Orc2p and Orc6p appear to be located on the B2 element proximal side [relative to the A domain] of ARS1 [Lee and Bell 1997], adjacent to the site of initiation of DNA replication [Bielsinsky and Gerbi 1998]. This region of the origin is most likely the site of initial unwinding of the double helix. Although it is not known where the MCM proteins interact with the origin DNA, it is likely that it is near the B2 element for a number of reasons. First, the MCM proteins have intrinsic DNA helicase activity [Ishimi 1997; Kelman et al. 1999; Chong et al. 2000]. Second, the B2 element region of ARS1 has an intrinsic ability to unwind in supercoiled plasmid DNA [Lin and Kowalski 1997]. Thus it is possible that the MCM protein complex is loaded on to the origin DNA near the B2 element by interacting with ORC that has been remodeled by the ATPase activity of Cdc6p. Furthermore, because Orc1p, Orc2p, and Orc6p, but not other subunits of ORC are phosphorylated in vitro by the S phase cyclin–CDK Cdc28/Cln5 [M. Weinreich and B. Stillman, unpubl.], phosphorylation of these subunits after START may affect the ORC–Cdc6p–ARS DNA interaction and/or the pre-RC.
with 10 mM reduced form of glutathione and the protein was dialyzed to remove glutathione against buffer A (20 mM HEPES-KOH at pH 7.6, 0.1 M KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, and 20% BSA and then, 40 μl of glutathione–agarose beads [50% slurry, Sigma] was added. After a 2-h rotation at 4°C and three vigorous washes (e.g. 3 × 30 sec on a vortex at maximum strength) with the same buffer as used for the dilution (see above; 1.5 ml), the precipitates were suspended with SDS sample buffer and run on a 7.5% SDS–polyacrylamide gel followed by immunoblotting with anti-Orc5p monoclonal antibody SB5 (S.P. Bell and B. Stillman, unpubl.). The buffers used for dilution and washing contained the same concentrations of adenine nucleotides as the reaction cocktail.

**GEMSA and a DNase I footprint assay**

GEMSA and DNase I footprinting were done as described with some modifications (Rao and Stillman 1995; Bell and Stillman 1992, respectively). ORC and GST–Cdc6p were incubated with radiolabeled DNA fragments (1 pmole) for 10 min at 30°C in 25 μl of the same reaction cocktail as used for the pulldown experiments, except for the presence of competitor. The reaction sample was loaded onto a 3.5% polyacrylamide gel containing 0.5× TBE [0.045 M Tris-borate at pH 8.3, 0.1 mM EDTA] and the gel was run for 12 hr at a constant 80 volts at 4°C and dried and autoradiographed (GEMSA). After DNase I digestion in the presence of 10 μg/ml poly[d(I-C)] competitor, DNA fragments were precipitated with ethanol and run on a 6% polyacrylamide, 8M urea gel followed by autoradiography [a DNase I footprint assay].

**Filter binding assay**

Radiolabeled DNA (wild-type or A− mutant ARS1) fragments (290 bp) were incubated with ORC in 25 μl of the same reaction cocktail as used for the pulldown experiments, except for the presence of 3 μg/ml poly[d(I-C)] competitor. Samples were passed through nitrocellulose membranes [Millipore HA, 0.45 μm] and washed in the same buffer as reaction cocktails [ice-cold]. The radioactivity remaining on the filters was counted in a liquid scintillation counter.

**Trypsin digestion assay**

After incubation of ORC, Cdc6p, and DNA for 10 min at 30°C, various concentrations of trypsin were added and the reactions incubated further for 10 min at 30°C. Samples were suspended with SDS sample buffer and run on a 7.5% SDS–polyacrylamide gel followed by immunoblotting with anti-Orc1p, Orc2p, Orc3p, Orc4p, Orc5p, or Orc6p monoclonal antibodies SB 16 and 35, 46, 3, 12, 5, or 49, respectively [S.P. Bell and B. Stillman, unpubl.].
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